International Law and the War in Kosovo

Catherine Guicherd

On 24 March 1999, NATO launched air strikes against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. The previous day, NATO Secretary General Javier Solana had justified the action by pointing to the refusal of Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic to accept the proposals negotiated in Rambouillet and to abide by previously agreed limits on Serb Army and Special Police Forces in Kosovo. Thus, the use of force was the only way to ‘prevent more human suffering and more repression and violence against the civilian population of Kosovo’. The argument, obviously, was more political than legal, as were the justifications invoked at the time by the various NATO capitals. Apart from the debate on the political wisdom of military action, reactions ranged from simple scepticism to vehement condemnation of the legality of the campaign. NATO’s unilateral use of force, critics argued, was, at best, a significant departure from classic international legality. At worst, it jeopardised the international order based on the UN Charter which entrusts the Security Council with the responsibility to monitor and guarantee international peace and security.

Criticising NATO’s decision on legal grounds after the operations were under way may seem beside the point. This author, for one, believes that the Alliance’s military action was necessary on moral and political grounds. The legal question, however, is important. It goes, indeed, to the foundation of the international order established since 1945 on the basis of the UN Charter. By and large, despite their criticism of the UN as an organisation, the countries of NATO have stood staunchly against ‘rogue’ and other lawless states that threaten to upset that order. More significant perhaps, NATO regards itself as an alliance of democratic nations, whose political system is based on the rule of law – and it has certainly been accepted as such by the new members eager to join the ‘club of democracies’. Presumably, respect for the rule of law domestically should be joined by a similar respect for the rule of law on the international scene. However they assess the wisdom of using force in Kosovo, the NATO nations cannot but face this difficult question of legal standards.
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The solution to the dilemma, however, is not to argue, as most NATO governments have argued, that the military action against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia is an exception which will not be repeated. Rather, the solution is to acknowledge that international law has serious gaps in matters of humanitarian intervention. Instead of looking for convoluted and unconvincing justifications on the one hand, or issuing blatant condemnation on the other, advocates and adversaries of the NATO operations should focus on consolidating embryonic practices into a clear and strong body of law to allow intervention on humanitarian grounds.

**Human rights versus state sovereignty**

The use of force is governed in international law by the UN Charter. At the root of that Charter is the principle of the sovereignty and integrity of states. As a result, the Charter sets clear prohibitions on ‘the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state’ (article 2 §4), allowing for two exceptions only. The first is ‘individual or collective self-defence’ (art. 51), when a member state is the victim of aggression. Called to rule on attempts by some states to justify encroachment on other states’ sovereignty by claims of self-defence, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) has confirmed that this notion should be understood restrictively (most clearly in its ruling *Nicaragua vs. United States*, 1986). In particular, the Court has confirmed the principle set by the UN General Assembly in a landmark 1970 resolution (Resolution 2625) that assistance to either party in a civil war is prohibited.

The second exception is when, acting under Chapter VII, the Security Council determines ‘the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression’ (art. 39) and decides on coercive measures to bring an end to the situation (art. 42). It is important not to equate Chapter VII and the use of force. Chapter VII allows for many other options. For example, Chapter VII, article 41 provides for a series of sanctions (such as various forms of embargoes) which falls short of the use of force. Indeed, in a number of instances in the past the Security Council has invoked Chapter VII, characterising a situation as ‘a threat to peace’, without calling for the use of force as a solution.²

As the Charter system was firmly upholding the sovereignty and integrity of states, a parallel but contradictory trend developed in international law since 1945, setting the priority on human rights. Human-rights instruments have multiplied, giving substance to the 1948 UN Declaration of Human Rights, and individual states have consequently undertaken legal commitments to uphold these rights. The process has reached an even more advanced stage at the European level, where all members of the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) have accepted that ‘the commitments undertaken in the field of the human dimension of the [OSCE] are matters of direct and legitimate concern to all participating States and do not belong exclusively to the internal affairs of the State concerned’³.
Even if such a far-reaching recognition of human-rights obligations does not exist at the universal level, the trend goes in the same direction, with international human-rights law being considered as entailing *erga omnes* obligations (that is, obligations that states must respect in all circumstances without any contractual exception or requirement of reciprocity) in an increasing number of instances.

From a legal point of view, it is essential to distinguish between international human-rights law and humanitarian law, even if the two are often confused in public discourse. International human-rights law is an offshoot of the UN’s Declaration of Human Rights, and consists of a body of rules adopted either at the universal level (for example, the 1966 Covenants on International Civil and Political Rights, and on Economic and Social Rights; and the 1984 Convention against Torture), or the regional level (the 1949 European Convention on Human Rights). These provide for a set of political or judicial procedures to monitor respect for the rights involved. Some of these rights, such as the prohibition of torture, have been confirmed as having *erga omnes* quality. One of the weaknesses of human-rights law, however, is that, apart from genocide – which is the object of a specific convention (1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide) – a definition of ‘gross and massive violations of human rights’ is nowhere to be found. Even in the case of genocide, which each state is obliged to ‘prevent’ and ‘punish’, the Convention does not have an enforcement mechanism, and is virtually silent on means to prevent the crime.4

International humanitarian law is much more ancient, and has evolved from incremental efforts by theologians, lawyers and politicians to ‘humanise’ war by defining rules for *jus in bello*. Its fullest expression can be found in the Geneva Conventions (1949) and their additional protocols (1977). Article 1, common to all these texts, uniquely specifies that the signatories ‘undertake to respect and to ensure respect for the present Convention[s] in all circumstances’, with this principle applying both to international and domestic conflict. International humanitarian law sets the rules against which some war crimes are prosecuted. Other war crimes susceptible to universal jurisdiction are war crimes and crimes against humanity as consolidated in the 1950 Charter of the Nuremberg Tribunal and its judgements, later confirmed by a UN General Assembly resolution (1968).

A major difference between international human-rights law and humanitarian law is that respect for the former is considered the responsibility of states, whereas violations of the latter entail the criminal prosecution of individuals. However, in conditions combining civil war with massive violations of human rights or genocide, international human-rights law and humanitarian law tend more and more to intersect. Common to these two bodies of rules is that they increasingly provide for precise sanctions for their violation and that, slowly but surely, there is universal acceptance that this should be so: thus the creation of the international tribunals on Former Yugoslavia (1993) and Rwanda (1994), and of the International Criminal Court
All of these courts base their work on a combination of the material law laid out in the Geneva Conventions, the Convention against genocide, and the codification of war crimes and crimes against humanity. But what is also common to international human-rights law and humanitarian law is that however sophisticated they are becoming in laying out sanctions, they are silent on preventive measures. Yet, it is precisely the prevention of massive human-rights violations or humanitarian catastrophes that has become the basis of ‘humanitarian intervention’ practices in recent years. These practices have not yet been codified into law. The only certainty about them is that, increasingly, they give primacy to human rights over the sovereignty of states when the two principles conflict.

At the root of humanitarian intervention is the recognition that populations in danger of starvation, massacre or other forms of massive suffering have the right to receive assistance. That principle – set out by the General Assembly’s Resolution 43/131 (8 December 1988), reaffirmed and specified in the General Assembly’s Resolution 45/100 (14 December 1990) – has been confirmed by many subsequent Security Council resolutions. Therefore, the right of the victims of natural or man-made catastrophes to receive assistance can nowadays be considered part of customary international law.

On the basis of, and confirming, such a right, the UN Security Council has adopted a series of resolutions that amount to the Security Council availing itself of a right of humanitarian intervention. That self-empowerment has been gradual, but nevertheless quite fast, developing through a number of steps:

- Resolution 688 (5 April 1991) on Iraq marked the first time that the Security Council authorised a humanitarian relief operation by invoking a threat to peace and international security under Chapter VII. The resolution, however, remained ambiguous as to whether the threat to peace stemmed from the domestic situation itself (para. 1) or from the consequences on neighbouring countries of massive flows of refugees (Preamble). In addition, Resolution 688 did not authorise coercive measures. Nevertheless it was used by the Western allies to declare humanitarian enclaves off-limits to Baghdad, and to launch Provide Comfort, a humanitarian relief operation to benefit the Kurds in northern Iraq. Once established, however, the humanitarian enclaves were transferred to the management of the UN, demonstrating thereby the uneasiness of the Gulf War allies regarding their legal grounds.

- Resolution 770 (13 August 1992) on Bosnia-Herzegovina went further in two ways. First, the Security Council was clear in its qualification of the internal situation in Bosnia as a ‘threat to peace and international security’ (Preamble). Second, the resolution seemed to suggest that force could be used to facilitate the provision of humanitarian relief to embattled Bosnians. However, the phrase ‘all measures necessary’ contained in paragraph 2 was not interpreted by states as authorising the use of force in this case.
Resolution 794 (3 December 1992) on Somalia laid out the Security Council’s clear right to intervene in support of humanitarian objectives. First, it confirmed that the domestic situation in Somalia could be considered a threat to peace and international security (Preamble). Second, it resolved to authorise member states to ‘use all necessary means to establish as soon as possible a secure environment for humanitarian relief operations in Somalia’ (para. 10), leading to operation Restore Hope, conducted by the US.

The logic of Resolution 794 was subsequently confirmed by Resolution 929 (22 June 1994), enabling France to lead Operation Turquoise to rescue Rwandan refugees in eastern Zaire and Rwanda; Resolution 940 (31 July 1994) permitting the US to put together a multinational force to restore the legitimate government of Haiti; and Resolution 1101 (28 March 1997) allowing Italy to assemble a multinational coalition (Operation Alba) to bring humanitarian relief to the people of Albania under military protection.

However, the combined right of victims to assistance and the right of the Security Council to authorise humanitarian intervention with military means do not amount to a right of humanitarian intervention by states, individually or collectively. Indeed, the overwhelming majority of international lawyers consider that such a right cannot be recognised because it would violate the Charter’s prohibition of the use of force. This prohibition would hold even in the case in which international law recognises most clearly the absolute character of the rights protected, that is humanitarian law (the obligation of states not only to respect, but also to ensure the respect of humanitarian international law in all circumstances according to the Geneva Conventions). A fortiori, the same prohibition on the use of force must apply in cases of ‘massive violations of human rights’ which are much less well-defined legally and do not fall under a specific regime of sanctions.

One therefore has to agree with French lawyer Mario Bettati that there is a certain ‘hypocrisy’ in international law: despite the now-recognised right of victims to assistance, it is not possible to derive a right of states to bring this assistance by all means, including military force. At best one has to consider that states face a moral obligation which consists, for the state where a humanitarian disaster is occurring, in refraining from obstructing relief operations, and, for other states, in bringing assistance to those in need.

The unsatisfactory state of international law
We need not stop at Bettati’s conclusion, however, for at least two reasons: the unfinished state of international law, and its strong political coloration. As stressed above, there is increasing recognition that human rights do not belong exclusively to the domestic affairs of states. In addition, since the early 1990s it has become the practice of the Security Council, supported by international opinion, to allow military intervention to rescue the victims of domestic conflicts. There is no reason why this situation should not evolve further in the years to come. It is, after all, a characteristic of international law that precedent
is important; the law evolves as practices become acceptable to most states in the international community.

One option to allow for such an evolution would be to advocate a new interpretation of Article 2 §4 of the UN Charter, which prohibits ‘the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations’. It is indeed possible to argue that humanitarian assistance or rescue is not directed against the territorial integrity or political independence of the state in which it takes place, and even less that it is incompatible with the goals of the UN. Rather, it would aim to ensure the respect of rights that international law has recognised as embedding *erga omnes* obligations. At this stage, however, such an interpretation, although promoted by some lawyers and humanitarian practitioners, is far from universally accepted.

Specialists argue – with good reason – that a right to humanitarian intervention by states acting independently would have to meet very strict conditions. The first of these would be that the matter has been brought to the attention of the Security Council and that it has been unable to agree, so that the system as foreseen by the Charter has proved non-operational. It remains essential not to undermine the primacy of the Security Council in the maintenance of international peace and security. A second set of conditions would be no different, in essence, from those governing the use of force in general international law. Thus, according to well-established rules of *jus ad bellum*, intervention would have to be a solution of last resort, all other means of peaceful resolution and unarmed coercion having been exhausted and the use of force being the only way to avert a major humanitarian disaster. Intervention should have a limited duration and use means that are strictly proportional to the humanitarian goal. Further, it should not be aimed at a permanent transformation of pre-existing legal arrangements – for example the secession of a province. Finally, to these classical conditions one might add at least two additional criteria. First, any humanitarian military intervention should be carried out by a group of states – whether they act in the context of an alliance, a regional organisation, or a ‘coalition of the willing’ – so as to dispel the suspicion that intervention is undertaken for the sake of narrow national interest. The second criterion would be that the participating states should act in close coordination with the UN, demonstrate a clear readiness to obtain *post facto* legitimisation by the Security Council and, when possible, to hand the matter back to the UN. In every instance, the burden of demonstrating the legality of military action would have to be borne by the group undertaking the operation, the presumption being in favour of the sovereign right of states to their political and territorial integrity.

In any case, attempts to legitimise intervention outside Security Council resolutions should be pursued with great care. Any country or group of countries contemplating such an intervention should consider that other states or coalitions with less lofty motives might claim a similar right in different circumstances. Unless intervention is regulated by a strict checklist of criteria –
the fulfilment of which could be submitted to the jurisdiction of the ICJ – one risks enhancing the danger of confrontation between power blocs and increasing world anarchy. This would make the planet a more dangerous and lawless place, and would result in more, not fewer, civilian victims. It is important that NATO countries keep this in mind when developing a rationale for intervention in Kosovo and elsewhere.

Politics is present in international law at another level: except in cases of self-defence, the current international legality of the use of force is determined by the UN Security Council, where the five veto-wielding permanent members have the final word. This makes the legality of the use of force ultimately dependent on the political atmosphere prevailing at any moment among those five powers. In ‘fair weather conditions’, such as prevailed in the early 1990s, agreement among the five permanent members could easily be reached, permitting action in Iraq, Somalia, Bosnia and Rwanda (at least China abstained rather than wielding its veto when it could not agree). However, when these relations deteriorate, as is the case at the end of the 1990s, international law becomes ineffective. From the point of view of the victims, the situation is unacceptable: why should they be less entitled to protection when the permanent members are unable to agree? It would thus seem necessary to review the composition and rules governing the Security Council in such a way as to protect international law from the vagaries of the relationship among its members. The large states of Asia, Africa and Latin America have long demanded such a review, pointing to the inadequacy of a structure inherited from the Second World War. Because of the sensitivity of the issue, no agreement has been reached despite long and detailed discussions in UN circles in the mid-1990s. Nevertheless, two reforms seem overdue: increasing the representation of Asia, Africa and Latin America on the Security Council; and replacing the right of veto by a system of qualified majority voting. If three-quarters of the members of the Council approved a military action, that action could legitimately be considered as enjoying the support of the international community, regardless of the possible disagreement of one of the current permanent members.

**Intervention in Kosovo: the legal argument**

Most of the NATO debate on the use of force against Yugoslavia took place between the Security Council vote on Resolution 1199 on 23 September 1998 and NATO’s brandishing the threat of force on 12 October. That threat took the form of an Activation Order (ACTORD) authorising the Supreme Allied Commander in Europe (SACEUR) to launch air strikes within four days if Milosevic did not comply with the provisions of the UN resolution. Little was added to the debate when NATO actually launched its attack in March 1999.

Resolution 1199 was spurred by a major sweep of Yugoslav forces across Kosovo in summer 1998, under the guise of fighting back the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA). That sweep had resulted in the eviction from their homes of more than 250,000 Kosovar Albanians, some 80,000 of whom sought
refuge in neighbouring countries or regions. The resolution mandated the cessation of acts of violence against civilians and the withdrawal of Yugoslav security units used for civilian repression; the safe return of refugees and displaced persons; and the free and unimpeded access of humanitarian relief organisations to persons in need. It also condemned acts of terrorism performed in pursuit of political goals.

NATO’s threat to use force coincided with a trip by US Special Envoy Richard Holbrooke to Belgrade, during which he extracted from Milosevic agreement for the OSCE to deploy a monitoring mission in Kosovo (the ‘Kosovo Verification Mission’) and for NATO to operate an aerial surveillance system over the province (the so-called ‘Eagle Eye’ operation). By all accounts, the NATO threat was instrumental in securing that agreement. Even though, by autumn 1998, all NATO nations agreed that there was a moral and political imperative to act, the members of the Alliance could not easily and unanimously find a legal ground for military action against Serbia. Six countries at least – Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Italy and Spain – had political and legal misgivings reflecting the unfinished state of international law concerning humanitarian intervention.15

One of the most assertive proponents of military action was the US. Washington’s argument, however, was based more on political than legal arguments. Indeed, answering a journalist’s question on 8 October, Secretary of State Madeleine Albright said that she did not think she had to answer international legal questions in detail.16 When pressed to argue on legal grounds, US officials called upon existing UN resolutions – Resolution 1160 (31 March 1998) and especially Resolution 1199. That Serbian forces were in blatant violation of that resolution’s requirements and the resolution being based on Chapter VII of the UN Charter provided sufficient ground for NATO to undertake military action, Washington argued.17

Without rejecting the US interpretation, UK Foreign Office lawyers were seeking legal grounding in the ‘right of intervention’ that they believed had been pioneered by the 1991 Gulf War allies when they declared the no-fly zones over Iraq in the absence of a Chapter VII resolution.18 However, even if the declaration of no-fly zones by the allies did not raise protests at the time, it still did not set a precedent for the recognition of a new ‘right of intervention’.19

The then German Foreign Minister, Klaus Kinkel, declared himself unsatisfied with the US and British arguments, and sought alternative legal ground. Kinkel first pointed out that the reference to Chapter VII in Resolutions 1160 and 1199 was insufficient in that Russia and China both had accompanied their votes by legally valid declaratory statements spelling out that the resolutions should not be interpreted as authorising the use of force. Indeed, on Resolution 1199 China had abstained on the ground that the text constituted encroachment on Yugoslavia’s sovereignty – thereby preventing any kind of action, military or otherwise – while Russia had pointed out that both resolutions stated that if they were not complied with, the Council would have to consider further action. No measures of force and no sanctions were being
introduced at this stage by the Council. Both resolutions contain important clauses in this respect. In Resolution 1160, the Security Council ‘emphasises that failure to make constructive progress towards the peaceful resolution of the situation in Kosovo will lead to the consideration of additional measures’ (para. 19); in Resolution 1199, the Council ‘decides [that] should the concrete measures demanded in this resolution and resolution 1160 (1998) not be taken, [it will] consider further action and additional measures to maintain or restore peace and stability in the region’ (para. 16). Resolutions including such wording have usually been interpreted as requiring further action by the Security Council to allow military action. Such was the case in Bosnia where a long series of texts was considered necessary between the mandating of humanitarian assistance, and the declaration of safe havens and the authorisation of their military enforcement.

Kinkel tried to develop a different argument, relying on a cluster of conditions that combined, in his view, to make a military threat legitimate. These conditions included the inability of the Security Council to act in what was an emergency situation; the fact that a military threat was in the ‘sense and logic’ of Resolutions 1160 and 1199 (although, he conceded, the latter did not provide direct legal ground); and the particular high standards for the protection of human rights reached by European states in the OSCE context, in particular regarding the protection of minorities. The position of the incoming Social Democratic Party (SPD)–Green German government, taking over at the time, was less clear. Then-SPD Chairman Oskar Lafontaine declared that the new majority had endorsed the position of the outgoing government, without specifying whether this applied to the legal grounding or the political decision. Chancellor Gerhard Schröder contradicted himself to some extent by arguing that, in referring to UN Resolution 1199, NATO was ‘not [giving] itself a mandate, it [was] acting within the reference framework of the United Nations’; yet at the same time Schröder reasserted the ‘UN monopoly on the use of force and the responsibility of the Security Council for the preservation of world peace and international security’. Incoming Defence Minister Rudolf Scharping came perhaps closest in spirit to Kinkel’s argument in stating that he considered it essential that international law be further developed so that massive human-rights violations could be considered as legitimate ground for military intervention.

Like the former German Foreign Minister, NATO Secretary General Javier Solana relied on a cluster of reasons to justify the threat of military action in October 1998. These reasons included:

- the failure of Yugoslavia to fulfil the requirements set out by Resolutions 1160 and 1199, based on Chapter VII of the UN Charter;
- the imminent risk of a humanitarian catastrophe, as documented by the report of the UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan on 4 September 1998;
- the impossibility to obtain, in short order, a Security Council resolution mandating the use of force; and
the fact that Resolution 1199 states that the deterioration of the situation in Kosovo constitutes a threat to peace and security in the region.26

These reasons are close to those listed by the government of the Netherlands, which also added a reference to a ‘checklist’ for military action adopted by the Dutch parliament in 1994. That ‘checklist’ in turn refers back to a parliamentary motion offered in 1991 by the late MP Martin van Traa stating that ‘gross violations of human rights, such as genocide, can be a reason for military intervention by the international community’ (the text does not specify whether that intervention must be based on a UN mandate).27

The French government was equally torn. On 7 October, answering a parliamentary question, Foreign Minister Hubert Védrine responded that a possible military action had to be authorised by the Security Council, although he had earlier declared to the press that ‘it [was] open to interpretation’ whether Resolution 1199 was moving NATO towards military action. Addressing the Senate on 17 March 1999, Védrine seemed more convinced that Resolution 1199, taken in the context of Chapter VII, warranted military action.28 As for French President Jacques Chirac, in a statement reminiscent of Chancellor Schröder’s, he had declared on 6 October that France:

considers that any military action must be requested and decided by the Security Council. In this particular case, we have a resolution which does open the way to the possibility of military action. I would add, and repeat, that the humanitarian situation constitutes a ground that can justify an exception to a rule, however strong and firm it is. And if it appeared that the situation required it, then France would not hesitate to join those who would like to intervene in order to assist those that are in danger.29

Unlike Kinkel, Chirac did not attempt to bridge the legal gap between the ‘resolution which opens the way to the possibility of military action’ and military action itself. Speaking at a seminar a few days later, a senior official from the Foreign Ministry confirmed the French misgivings about using such justifications as the right to self-defence or the right to humanitarian intervention as a basis for a military action in Kosovo.30

Even greater uncertainty reigned in the position of the Italian government. In late September 1998, then Defence Minister Benjamino Andreatta hinted that the danger of humanitarian catastrophe caused by Belgrade created the ‘conditions for the application of article 51’, meaning, presumably, the right to collective self-defence.31 According to the UN Charter, however, this right only applies to states – not entities such as Kosovo. Speaking to parliament a few days later, then Prime Minister Romano Prodi said that, first, there was no ground for military action in Kosovo as all means to reach a peaceful solution had not been exhausted and, second, that military action would have to be legitimised by the Security Council.32 But by 12 October, no further objection was heard from the Italian government regarding the NATO decision to threaten the use of force.
The NATO allies’ position was vehemently rejected by Russia and China. Speaking at a time when the NATO allies were studying their military and diplomatic options in response to the increasing crackdown by Serb forces against the KLA and Albanian civilians (the Racak massacre was discovered on 15 January 1999), the Russian Ambassador to the UN, Sergei Lavrov, asserted that only the UN Security Council can ‘decide the use of force or authorise resort to the use of force under the authority of the UN Charter’. He claimed that to invoke ‘a humanitarian crisis in a country as a sufficient reason for a unilateral armed intervention’ would be ‘unacceptable and contrary to the foundations of the contemporary system of international relations and to the Charter of the United Nations’. In October 1998, the Chinese Foreign Minister, Tang Jiaxuan, had said his government ‘resolutely [opposed] the use of force or the threat to use force in international relations’, adding that it was ‘disturbed’ by the fact that ‘some countries are now threatening to use force against Yugoslavia’. The positions of both countries were confirmed by their votes on UN Resolution 1203 (24 October 1998), which endorsed the agreement reached by Holbrooke and Milosevic on 12 October. Both abstained, on the ground that the resolution left some room for the use of force. They probably were most concerned about paragraph 9 which stipulates that ‘action may be needed to ensure [the OSCE monitors’] safety and freedom of movement’. This would be consistent with NATO’s own interpretation which saw in this clause the legal authorisation to rescue the monitors by force. What was clear, however, from Russia’s and China’s voting statements on Resolution 1203 is that they opposed the use of force in Kosovo, whatever the scenario. Obviously, they could only reassert this position more forcefully when NATO actually resorted to force. Russia’s Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov called the bombings ‘a crude violation of the UN Charter’ and ‘an act of open aggression against a sovereign member state of the UN’, as his government announced that it interrupted all cooperation with NATO in the context of the Founding Act and the Partnership for Peace. Chinese officials condemned the NATO operation in even stronger terms, calling it ‘unacceptable’ and warning of ‘serious consequences’ if the bombing did not stop immediately.

**Conclusion**

International law governing the right of humanitarian intervention is incomplete. International practice has evolved swiftly during the 1990s. Yet the incipient political and moral consensus that intervention is sometimes necessary to prevent human-rights violation on a major scale has not been formalised into a set of rules of international law. It is now urgent that this consensus should be transformed into law.

The position advocated by Kinkel looks the most promising, although it has several weaknesses. Its major shortcoming, which is also apparent in a number of statements by German and other Western officials, is the assumption that Kosovo is a special case and should not be considered as constituting a precedent. Intervention should be the exception rather than the rule. But
arguing that Kosovo does not constitute a precedent undermines the argument that it is possible to develop new legal rules for intervention relying on a combination of general international law and specific rules valid in the European area.

Legally, it is debatable whether the principles established and agreed within the OSCE justify rules for humanitarian intervention that differ from those applied in other parts of the world. Positively, it can be argued that OSCE human-rights principles allow states to interfere with one another’s affairs well beyond what general international law permits. Negatively, one may object that fundamental human rights that entail *erga omnes* obligations (the prohibition of torture, of genocide, of mass killings and so on) are no more strongly protected in Europe than elsewhere, as rules prohibiting their violation have universal validity.

Politically, developing specific rules for humanitarian intervention in the European area would have the advantage of enabling European nations to bypass Chinese obstruction in the Security Council. But the agreement of Russia would still have to be obtained. Indeed, the subject of humanitarian intervention may be a good basis for re-starting the interrupted NATO–Russia dialogue once the fallout of the Kosovo crisis has been absorbed. The goal then would be to define a set of agreed rules so that the next crisis is not again a cause for a major rift between the Atlantic Alliance and Russia, but rather an opportunity for common action.

Whether or not specific rules for intervention without a Security Council resolution are developed at the European level, a parallel effort must be carried out at the global level. In both cases, the principles for intervention should come close to the criteria spelled out above, the original premise being that the UN Security Council should keep its primacy in the guaranteeing of international peace and security. Otherwise, there will be increasing temptations for states or groups of states to take the law into their own hands. At some stage, should all OSCE states agree on common rules for intervention that would be more ‘advanced’ than the global equivalent (in that they would be more protective of human rights), the Security Council might grant a general authorisation for European states to enforce those specific rules in the OSCE area. But such a prospect belongs to the more distant future.
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